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Abstract

The paper develops an approach for assessing the quality of ground plans of buildings� Quality is measured not only

by geometrical but also by structural di�erences between an acquired data set and a reference data set� New hybrid

techniques for automatically determining quality measures are developed� and shown to be applicable to real data� The

uncertainty of the given data is taken into account� Automating quality assessment increases e�ciency in checking data�

allowing complete checks instead of sampling� moreover it makes quality checks objective� The developped techniques

are applicable to sets of �D regions of any type and internal structure� We also demonstrate the necessity to use the

quality of the quality parameters when checking the full�llment of quality speci�cations�

R�esum�e
Le papier d�eveloppe une approche pour l�estimation de la qualit�e des plans se b�atiments� La qualit�e est mesur�ee pur

la di�erence� par comparaison g�eom�etrique et structurelle entre un enseble de donn�ees extraites et des donn�ees de

r�ef�erence� De nouvelles techniques hybrides de mesures automatiques de qualit�e sont propos�ees et appliqu�ees �a des cas

r�eels� L	incertitude des donn�ees mises en jeu est prise en compte� Cette �evaluation automatique de la qualit�e accroit

l	e�cacit�e du contr�ole puisqu�elle permet un contr�ole exhaustif et non sur un �echantillon� Le contr�ole est ainsi beaucoup

plus objectif� Les techniques d�evelopp�ees sont applicables �a des ensembles de r�egions �D quelque soit leur type et leur

structure interne� Nous d�emontrons �egalement la n�ecessit�e de prendre en compte la qualit�e des param�etres d	 �evaluation

utilis�es losqu�on v�eri�e que les sp�eci�cations de qualit�e sont remplies�

Keywords� structural accuracy� geometric accuracy� sets of 
D regions� quantitative quality measures� carto�
graphic data acquisition� quality of building extraction�

Mots Clefs� pr�ecision structurelle� pr�ecision g�eom�etrique� ensemble de r�egions 
D� mesures de qualit�e quan�
titatives� acquisition de donn�ees cartographiques� qualit�e des extractions de b�atiments

�� Introduction

��� Motivation

The increasing use of geoinformation systems 	GIS�
requires well controlled data acquisition schemes�
Assessing the quality of spatial data is therefore an
important issue� Assessment schemes� however� es�
pecially when they aim to be generic� are di�cult to
establish� One reason is� that quality is task depen�
dent which contradicts multiple purpose use intended
for most GIS�data� The other reason is the com�
plexity of spatial data which requires a broad range
of quality measures to cover all quality aspects and
take into consideration all types of acquisition er�
rors� As an example� take the section of an aerial
image in Fig � � and the two ground plans acquired
independently with two di�erent methods in Fig� 
�
Observe missing buildings in both data sets� the dif�
ferent neighborhood relations and the di�erences in
geometry� Other di�erences could show in the ag�
gregation of building parts leading to larger building
blocks� Without knowing the speci�cations it is not

Figure �� shows a section of an aerial image with
some buildings� c�DeTeMobil GmbH� Bonn� ����

clear which data set is better or good enough� If the
speci�cation requires a planar accuracy of � m� the
acquisition of buildings with more than ��� m� and
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separation of buildings in case of height di�erences
larger than � m� the geometric di�erences appear ac�
ceptable� However� some small buildings appear to
be super�uous and� without explicit reference to the
�D�structure� some building parts might have been
better fused�

This paper develops automatic methods for compar�
ing two sets of regions� especially polygons� and the
evaluation of their di�erence� We do not want to
refer to a speci�c application� We want to develop
quality characteristics� which might then be used for
speci�cation� control or quality check� Automatic
quality checks enable complete checking of data and
give more objective results�

In spite of polygons being a subset of 
D�data� it
already appears to be a complicated task� The en�
visaged techniques� however� may be used in a much
broader context� or even be extended to evaluating
�D structures�

��� Previous Work

Quality control and especially the assessment of geo�
metric 
D�data is quite a new research topic� Ge�
ometric precision� being a subset of quality char�
acteristics� however� is an old issue in geodesy and
surveying� Not surprisingly� most articles apply con�
cepts from uncertainty representation to GIS�data
	�Kraus and Haussteiner ����� Bill ����� Caspary
and Scheuring ���
��� We may represent geometric
data in vector or raster format� also leading to dif�
ferent representations of uncertainty in 
D�

The uncertainty of point data can easily be described
by the covariance matrix of their coordinates� al�
ready proposed by Baarda in the ���s 	�Baarda et
al� ������ later leading to his well known concept
of criterion matrices� also usable as substitute ma�
trices� which allow a quite compact representation
of the uncertainty of point �elds with only a few
parameters� The uncertainty of straight lines� al�
ready mentioned in 	�Wolf ������� later is used also
to describe the uncertainty of polygons 	�Kraus and
Haussteiner ������� though not linking the uncer�
tainty of points and line segments into a common
representation� The uncertainty of arbitrary curves
is more involving and in general requires concepts
from stochastic processes� which is quite involving
	�Kiiveri ������ The uncertainty of the geometry of
compound object has not been addressed up to now�

Recently the uncertainty of regional data has been
addressed from the point of classi�cation uncer�
tainty in remote sensing 	�Molenaar and Cheng �����
Fritsch et al� ������� representing regions in raster
format� The distinction into points� straight lines
and curves is not necessary anymore� Regions of any
structure� e� g� with holes� can be handled� However�
only summarizing characteristics of the uncertainty

of regions and boundaries can be handled� Also�
parts of regions cannot easily be addressed�

Topological characteristics of regions have been in�
vestigated quite early
	�Egenhofer and Sharma ������� Crisp relations be�
tween regions can be derived in a simple manner
using set theoretic concepts� The early concepts
have been extended to not simply connected regions�
to lines and points 	�Egenhofer and Herring �������
Only recently these concepts have been extended
to allow uncertainty 	�Winter ������� and only re�
stricted to simply connected regions�

In a previous paper we have presented a concept for
evaluating sets of regions of arbitrary structure 	�Ra�
gia and Winter ������� However� only the quality
characteristics of the geometry have been described
in detail� Here we present the concept more formally
and give technical details for the automatic determi�
nation of the quality characteristics�

��� Outline

We �rst develop a scheme for describing the qual�
ity of planar spatial objects� especially of sets of non
overlapping regions� usually given as polygons� It
is independent of the representation of the spatial
structures� We propose measures for the quality of
sets of polygons� especially of building ground plans�
Here the special representation� raster and vector�
of the underlying data and their use are taken into
account leading to hybrid analysis techniques� An
empirical study� based on real data of a classical and
a semiautomatic procedure for building extraction�
demonstrates the usefulness of the proposed mea�
sures�

�� Quality of Planar Spatial Objects

��� General Structure

����� The Task

We assume two sets Rj � rji � j � �� 
� i � �� ���� Ij
of regions rji are given� Each region is described ge�
ometrically� They are assume to be not necessarily
simply connected� The regions within one set may be
related by some typed neighborhood relation� E� g�
regions a and b may be disjoint� may touch or may
overlap�

The geometry of the regions of two sets are assumed
to refer to the same coordinate system� Thus cor�
respondence between the regions in one set and the
regions in the other set can be established by com�
paring their geometric descriptions� without taking
any coordinate transformation into account�

The task is to qualitatively and quantitatively mea�
sure the structural and geometrical di�erences be�
tween the two sets� and to develop tools for testing
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Figure 
� shows two sets of ground plans of the building structures shown in Fig � �� The left one is acquired
using an analytical plotter� the right one with a semiautomatic digital system� The result of the semiautomatic
system �right� is the union of the acquired individual ground plans�

the equivalence of the two sets or� for detecting and
identifying the di�erences between the two sets�

Finally quality means the di�erence between two
data sets� if the one is the reference for the other�

����� Classes of Di�erences of Sets of Re�

gions

We may distinguish several classes of di�erences of
two sets of regions�

�� geometric di�erences�

In spite that the assumption of the geometric
description of the two sets refers to the same co�
ordinate system we need to distinguish between

	a� di�erences of form and

	b� di�erences of location

This enables us to identify e� g� systematic er�
rors between the two sets or irregular general�
ization errors�


� structural di�erences� Here we need to distin�
guish m � n relations�

	a� di�erences in partitioning while showing
equivalent boundaries and

	b� di�erences in existence� namely missing
and spurious regions�

Obviously� these di�erences may occur simultane�
ously� making a complete taxonomy of di�erences
impossible� Therefore it appears to be adequate to
restrict to the most common cases which involve only
a few regions at a time�

��� Structural Di�erences

����� The Region Adjacency Graph

The structure of one set Rj of regions may be
described by the region adjacency graph 	RAG�
GA � G	Rj� Aj� �j � �j�� where the edges Aj rep�
resent neighborhood relations between the regions
within on set 	cf� �g� ��� Both� the regions as well as

the relations are attributed by �j and �j resp� This
allows to characterize complex regions� consisting of
several 	atomic� regions by their neighborhood rela�
tions� Complex regions thus lead to connected com�
ponents of the RAG� This characterization appears
useful� as one then might identify missing links or
changes in partitioning� which would be di�cult to
do in case only the geometry is given� Up to now we
assume binary relations to be su�cient� On the other
hand� the relations may be uncertain due to the un�
certainty of the underlying geometric description of
the regions� e� g� allowing to have multiple weighted
attributes� such as e� g� 	touch� ����� 	overlap� ���� in�
dicating the two regions likely overlap� but may also
touch� The selection of the neighborhood types and
possibly their uncertainty is task dependent� Due to
the uncertainty of the original data� connected com�
ponents in the RAG not necessarily correspond to
complex regions�

����� The Region Correspondence Graph

The region correspondence graph 	RCG� GC �
G	R�C� �� �� is similar to the RAG� It refers to all
regions R � R��R�� It also contains typed and pos�
sibly uncertain neighborhood relations C�� C�� but
now between regions of R� and R�� The most im�
portant relation here is equal� but also contains� con�
tained by� covers� covered by and strong overlap� as
neighboring relations are relevant here� Thus the
RCG is bipartite� as it only contains edges between
the two disjoint sets R� and R� of regions�

In the ideal case of no di�erences each region in R�

corresponds to exactly one region in R�� Thus the
connected components of the RCG then consist of
exactly two regions� Otherwise the connected com�
ponents of the RCG are the maximal subgroups of
regions in R� and R� which need to be addressed
and analyzed with respect to di�erences in the corre�
sponding subgraphs of the two RAGs 	cf� �g� ��� In
case the number of regions in these connected com�
ponents and the number of di�erent neighborhood
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Figure �� shows the two RAGs of the building structure of Fig� �� The relations are o for overlap� and t for
touch�

types is small� one could explicitly classify these dif�
ferences and use them for evaluation�
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Figure �� shows the RCG of the building structures
of Fig� �� Observe the clear grouping onto con�
nected components� from which existence of regions
and partitioning of regions may be analyzed�

��� Geometric Di�erences

Geometric di�erences may refer to the area covered
by the regions of the boundary of the regions�

����� Di�erences in Form

In case no systematic errors occur and the geomet�
ric descriptions refer to the same coordinate system
only form di�erences occur� In general� they may be
of arbitrary nature� However� depending on the ap�
plication� form di�erences refer to typical errors in
the data acquisition�

The form di�erence may relate to the area covered
by the regions� then the symmetric di�erence a�b �
	a�b��	b�a� of the regions a and bmay be analyzed�

e� g� by determining their number� their thickness�
or their form� especially in case of severe di�erences�
No explicit correspondence between boundary points
needs to be established�

The form di�erence also may relate to the boundary
line� which then requires some correspondence be�
tween the boundary lines of the two regions in con�
cern� Based on corresponding points the average or
maximum distance between the boundaries may be
determined in order to yield some measure of close�
ness� In case of large form di�erences it may be that
not all boundary points have a corresponding one�
then the length of these non matching boundary seg�
ments may be used to characterize the di�erences�

����� Di�erences in Location

In case of systematic errors in the data acquisition
one has to expect small location di�erences� usually
small translations� sometimes also rotations� They
may be determined by minimizing the di�erence in
form� e� g� by minimizing the area of the symmet�
ric di�erence or the maximum distance between the
boundaries�

��� Quality Characteristics

Based on the analysis of the RAG� the RCG and
the geometric properties of corresponding regions we
may derive a set of quality characteristics for a test
data set� which has to be evaluated� with respect to
a reference data set of regions� e� g��

�� structural characteristics

	a� � of missing regions 	completeness�

	b� � of spurious regions

	c� degree of partitioning

	d� degree of aggregation

These characteristics may e� g� be shown in a
table indicating how many possibly connected
regions in the reference data set are represented
by how many possibly connected regions in the
test data set 	�Fuchs et al� �������
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A more detailed analysis may take into account
partial equivalence of complex regions and only
reporting partial deviation� e� g� in case two re�
gions in a complex region with �ve regions cor�
respond to one region� whereas the other three
have equivalent 	equal� correspondences�


� geometric chararacteristics Geometric charac�
teristics are only meaningful for two region
which have been identi�ed as corresponding�

	a� average� maximum distance of the bound�
aries

	b� average� maximum di�erence in orienta�
tion� curvature of the boundaries

	c� � of regions in the symmetric di�erence of
the regions

	d� size and form of the regions in the symmet�
ric di�erence

	e� di�erence in location� rotation

	f� di�erence in geometric shape parameters�
e� g� parameters of rectangle in vector rep�
resentation� size of minimal bounding box�
etc�

	g� � of boundary points� in case of vector for�
mat�

The usefulness of these measures highly depends on
the application or the speci�cation for data acquisi�
tion� Therefore we specialize the discussion and give
more detailed information on quality measures for
evaluating ground plans of buildings�

�� Measuring the Quality of Building
Ground Plans

��� Representation of Building
Ground Plans

Ground plans of buildings show restrictions� both�
topological as well as geometrical� Individual build�
ings usually have a polygonal ground plan� sides of�
ten being orthogonal or parallel� They do not over�
lap� but often touch� In case data acquisition refers
to building parts� however� they may overlap� e� g�
when representing a L�shaped building� Depending
on the degree of generalization� the number of poly�
gon points may severely di�er� without changing the
overall shape too much�

We use raster and vector representation� The data
usually are given in vector format� In the experi�
ments one of the acquisition techniques actually rep�
resents the ground plan of a building as the union
of primitive regions� r � �iri� Some of the analysis
appears to be easier in raster format� e�g� comparing
the form of two boundaries represented as polygons
is much more complicated in vector format than in
raster format� We actually use a hybrid raster for�
mat� where 
�cells represent areas� ��cells represent

boundaries and ��cells represent corners� Thus each
object is represented by three matrices containing
the ��� the �� and the 
�cells� This allows easy built
up of the union of simple regions� easy topological
reasoning as well as determining distances between
boundaries independent on the complexity of region�

��� The Neighborhood Graphs

The determination of the RAG and the RCG is per�
formed in raster format� Each region� i� e� building
primitive� therefore is transformed into the hybrid
raster format� For speeding up the computation of
the neighborhood relations� the bounding box of each
region is used�

The RAG�s Gj

A � G	Rj� Aj� �j� �j� contain for each

set of regions Rj all pairs of regions rji� � r
j
i���� Rj

which do not show the relation rji� disjoint r
j
i�� �

aji�i�� � Aj � This is done using the ��intersection� con�
taining the intersection of the interior� the boundary
and the exterior of both regions�

The regions are attributed� specifying their form and
possibly structure� Attributes �j of the regions e� g�
are�

� List of boundary points

� area

� � of holes

The relations Aj are also attributed� Attributes �j

e� g� are�

� type of neighborhood relation� i� e� touch� over�
lap� equal etc�

� degree of overlap jR�

i� �R�

i�� j�jR
�

i� �R�

i�� j � ��� ��

The RCG GC � G	R�C� �� �� contains for both
sets R� and R� all pairs of regions a � R� and
b � R� which do not show the relations a disjoint b
or a touch b� thus which at least overlap to some ex�
tent� The attributes of the regions are the same as in
the RAG�s� whereas the attributes �i of the relations
ci � C describe the type of neighborhood�

��� Structural Di�erences

The structural analysis starts with the analysis of
the complete graph GA�GC � G	R��R�� A��A��
C�� Connected components contain pairs 	R��� R���
of subsets of regions in R� and R� which may be
equivalent� The bipartite subgraph G�

C � G	R�� �
R��� C�� then directly gives the following information�

�� missing regions are elements in R�� with degree
��


� spurious regions are elements in R�� with degree
��

�� split ted regions are elements r� in R�� with de�
gree n connected to n regions r�i � R�� with de�
gree � and whose boundaries �r� and

S
i	r

�

i � are
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geometrically equivalent� This is a � � n relation
between the regions� The equivalence relation is
a weak version of equal and is de�ned below�

�� merged regions are elements rji � R� with degree
� connected to the same region r� in R� and
whose boundaries �	

S
i r

�

i � and �r� are equiva�
lent� This is a n � � relation between the regions�

�� all other situations show a m � n relation� This
may be analyzed further� E� g� all pairs 	i�� i���
for which the regions r�i� and r�i�� are equivalent
could be eliminated from the analysis� as they
show identical subsets of the subset in concern�
This would e� g� allow to identify missing or
spurious subparts�

If not m�n relations then the transition table is pro�
posed 	�Fuchs et al� ������� Observe that there are
four cases� which are important� 	�� Both� the in�
ternal structure and the boundary are equivalent� in
the case of single regions only the equivalence of the
boundary is relevant� 	
� the internal structure may
be the same� however� the boundaries are not equiv�
alent� 	�� In spite of di�erent internal structure the
boundaries are equivalent� which contains the above
mentioned special cases of splitted and merged re�
gions� 	�� both� structure and geometry are di�er�
ent� which may not allow a further speci�cation of
the di�erences�

Also the connectedness of the regions could be com�
pared� This would allow to identify missing or spuri�
ous holes� It is not the scope of this paper� to exploit
all these situations� but to demonstrate the potential
of such a structural analysis�

Observe� that even for a simple region with equiva�
lent boundary the two boundaries need not contain
the same number of points� indicating structural dif�
ferences� caused e� g� by small generalization pro�
cesses� The geometric equivalence of regions with
approximately the same boundary but with di�erent
number of boundary points is a typical example� why
a raster based analysis at least initally is simpler to
realize�

��� Geometric Di�erences

It appears quite complicated to check for the identity
or closeness of two polygons or to identify di�erences
between two polygons if they are given in vector for�
mat� Therefore the geometric analysis is performed
in raster format� This allows easy realization� The
operations� however� can also be realized in vector
format� which might be preferable for performance
reasons�

����� The Zone Skeleton

The comparison of the boundaries is based on their
pointwise correspondence at places where the bound�
aries are not too di�erent�

The basis is the so called zone skeleton� It is de�ned
as the skeleton of the symmetric di�erence a� b ex�
cluding those points with shortest distance to the
same boundary� a or b� It is attributed by the dis�
tance function d	s� giving the double distance of each
point of the zone skeleton to the boundaries �a and
�b� i� e� the distance function of two parallel bound�
aries lying � m apart� has the value � m�

As the zone skeleton is the set of maximal circles
touching both boundaries� it at the same time estab�
lishes a partial correspondence between the bound�
aries� excluding extreme intrusions or protrusions�
This appears very useful in our context� as we have
an intuitive marked distance measure� indicating
whether one region is locally outside or inside the
other�

The last property might be a disadvantage if at least
one of the boundaries is very rough as the extrema
are not taken onto account� But in our application�
this does not occur very likely�

Observe that the zone skeleton need not be simply
connected� especially in case the regions have holes�

����� Analyzing the Zone Skeleton

The distance function can easily be used for check�
ing the geometric equivalence of two regions� Two
regions are called geometrically equivalent if the dis�
tance function jd	s�j � t is smaller than a prespec�
i�ed threshold t� This criterion is identical to re�
quiring the boundaries to lie in the t�bu�ers�zone of
the other boundary� however� only if complete cor�
respondence between the regions can be established�
i� e� if no large intrusions or protrusions occur�

BA

s

d
B

A

Figure �� shows the zone skeleton �left� of two strong
overlap areas of a sketch and its distance function
�right�

In order not to depend too heavily on the choice of
the threshold t� we use two thresholds� a small one ts
and a large one tl� This leads to three cases� corre�
sponding to a tra�c light result�

�� green� In case max jd	s�j � ts the regions cer�
tainly are equivalent�


� yellow� In case ts � max jd	s�j � tl the regions
may be equivalent� but showing moderate dif�
ferences�

�� red� In case max jd	s�j � tl the regions certainly
are not equivalent� showing large di�erences�
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Figure �� shows the classi	cation of the distance
function

In the uncertain case yellow a detailed analysis is per�
formed with respect to form di�erences� to missing
parts� to single outliers� to a shift� or do generaliza�
tions�

�� An Empirical Study

��� The set up for the empirical study

We applied our approach to real data of building
ground plans including two sets of polygonal data of
the same test area� One set is taken from an an�
alytical plotter containing non overlapping general
polygons� the second one is produced by a semi�
automatic system for building extraction which has
been developed at the Institute of Photogramme�
try� University of Bonn �Lang and Schickler ������
�G�ulch ����� �G�ulch and M�uller ����� �M�uller ����
and contains overlapping rectangles� representing the
ground plans as the union of primitives in a CSG
manner�

The aerial images have a scale of ������� and were
scanned with �m pixel size� which corresponds to a
ground resolution of �dm�pixel�

��� The results of the test

As two data sets are generated from the same image
data and following the same speci�cation  buildings
should be larger than �� m� and be with in a toler�
ance of � m  none of them can be taken as reference
data set with signi�cantly superior accuracy� The
�rst data set has �� buildings and the second one
��� From these buildings �� have been matched� For
determining the internal neighborhood relations in
the RAG we took the required accuracy of � m into
account� For determining the correspondences in the
RCG we used two thresholds ts � � m and tl � �
m� the lower one again re�ecting the speci�cation for
the data acquisition�

����� Characteristics of the data sets

The two data sets have the following characteristics�

� The number of regions� i� e� building primitives
in the two data sets are �� and �
�� i� e� 

� in
total�

� The number of points per polygon is between �
and 
� in the �rst data set and � in the second
data set� as it only contains rectangles�

� Analyzing the RAG�s� in the �rst data set
we only observed the topological relation touch
	and� of course� disjoint�� In the second data set
we observed overlap and touch 	Fig� ���

� The number of the connected components� i� e�
complex buildings in the data sets are �� and
��� making a total of �� complex buildings ac�
quired�

����� Di�erences of the data sets

We �rst discuss the di�erences of the two data sets�

� Structural di�erences We observed the fol�
lowing structural di�erences resulting from the
analysis of the RAG�s�

� There are more points per primitive in the
�rst data set� Thus single buildings show a
higher degree of generalization in the sec�
ond data set 	Fig� ��� which is to be ex�
pected from the type of data acquisition�

� Overlap between the primitives appears
quite often in the second data set
	Fig� ��	Fig� 
�� which is intended�

� There is a higher partitioning level in the
second data set� i� e� the number of ele�
ments per connected component in R� is
larger than in R��

Figure � shows the original complex building
c�DeTeMobil GmbH� Bonn� ����

An analysis of the correspondences yielded to
the following results�

� Of all connected ����� components in R�

and R� �� components� i� e�
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Figure �� shows two sets of ground plans of the build�
ing structures shown in Fig� 
� The left one is taken
from an analytical plotter� the right from a semiau�
tomatic digital system� The result of the semiauto�
matic system �right� is the union of the acquired in�
dividual ground plans�
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Figure �� shows two region adjacency graphs of the
ground plans in Fig� �� The left one corresponds to
the from analytical plotter and the right one from a
semiautomatic system�


	�������! have been matched� From
those �� components 
� i� e� �! have the
same number of regions� without necessar�
ily having the same form�

� From the other �


 there are � i�e ��! have split in the sec�
ond data set with a partitioning grade
of two�


 there are 
 i�e� �! have split with a
relation ����


 there are � i�e� �
! have split with a
relation 
���


 there are � i�e� �! have split with a
relation 
����


 there are � i�e� ! have merged with
a grade of two�


 there is � i�e �! has merged with a
relation ��
�


 there is � i�e �! has merged with a
relation ����

� Geometry For the geometrical di�erences we
have the following results�

� green� In total �� components �� i� e� ��!
of the buildings are accepted� as they only
show small or no di�erences 	Fig� ����

� yellow� �� i� e� �! buildings have moder�
ate di�erences 	Fig� ����

� red� The remaining � i� e� 
�! have big
di�erences 	Fig� �
��
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Figure ��� shows the overlap of two buildings with
small or no di�erences �left� and their overlap with
the zone skeleton �middle�� and the distance function
�right��
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Figure ��� shows the overlap of two buildings with
small or no di�erences �left� and their overlap with
the zone skeleton �middle�� and the distance function
�right��
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Figure �
� shows the overlap of two buildings with
small or no di�erences �left� and their overlap with
the zone skeleton �middle�� and the distance function
�right��

� Result� yellow� Further analysis of the build�
ings with moderate di�erences shows that�

� Four 	
!� of the buildings with moderate
di�erences show a reduction or a magni��
cation�

� Four 	
!� have a missing part�

� Three 	
�!� have more than one missing
part�
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� Three 	
�!� have di�erences in the mea�
surement of one or two points�

� One 	�!� has a shift�

� Topology�Geometry From the 
� subgraphs
which have the same partitioning �� i� e� ��!
have no or small geometrical di�erences 	ob�
tained by visual comparison�� That means �
!
of the whole data set have no geometrical and
structural di�erences�
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Figure ��� shows the results of the geometrical
and structural di�erences

�� Quality Result

The results of the analysis can only be evaluated with
respect to some speci�cations� We do not want to
speculate about possible speci�cations� or use an ex�
isting one�

In order to give a simple example we assume� only
the success rate is to be evaluated�

We distinguish between two cases�

A� Dataset A� is reference
B� Dataset B� is reference

In table � the success rate and the �� ! con�dence
interval are given�

�� Speci	cations S��
Let us �rst assume� the speci�cation is� The
success rate must be larger than �� !�

Then the results of case B would appear to be
acceptable� The success rate� however� actually
is an estimate� the true success rate can lie in
the �� ! con�dence interval ��� !��� !�� This
follows from the Binomial distribution B	n� p�
with n � ��� being the number of samples
being tested� and p � ����� the success rate
and assumes the success rate to be constant for
all buildings�

The achieved result does not really prove the
success rate to be above �� !"


� Speci	cations S��
Therefore we could give more detailed speci��
cations� The �� ! con�dence interval for the
estimated success rate should lie in the range
�� ! to ��� !�

Obviously these speci�cations cannot be
achieved in both cases� The speci�cations could
be reached for case B with success rate �� ! if
the con�dence interval would be smaller� The
large con�dence interval is due to the too low
number of used data for the evaluation�

Assuming� the success rates to be true� we would
need at least �ve times more data to ful�ll the
speci�cations� leading to a con�dence interval
of ����� !� ���� !�� In this case we could also
argue� that we have proved the speci�cations S��

The uncertainty of the achieved success rate is
con�rmed by the fact� that one additional de�
tected building would lead to an acceptance of
the speci�cations� with success rate ���� ! and
�� ! con�dence interval ���� !���� !��

Similar statements could be established for other
types of speci�cations� The quality of the parame�
ters obviously needs to be used when proving the ful�
	llment of speci	cations�

� one eye reference stereo
Buildings �� ��
Buildings �� ��


 ��! ��!
con�dence
interval ��! ��!��
!� ���!���!�

Table �� This table shows the success rate and the
con	dence interval

	� Conclusions

The paper developed an approach for assessing the
quality of ground plans of buildings� Quality is mea�
sured not only by geometrical but also by structural
di�erences between an acquired data set and a refer�
ence data set�

New hybrid techniques for automatically determin�
ing quality measures are developed� The basis is the
region adjacency graph 	RAG� of each data set re�
vealing the internal structure of the buildings� The
region correspondence graph 	RCG� allows a detailed
analysis of the structural di�erences of corresponding
complex buildings� The uncertainty of the given data
is taken into account when building up the RAG and
the RCG� which allows to include tolerances given in
the speci�cations�
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We applied the technique to real data and showed it
to be useful for checking the quality of data acquisi�
tion of complex buildings�

Automating quality assessment increases e�ciency
in checking data� allowing complete checks instead
of sampling� moreover it makes quality checks objec�
tive� The developed techniques are applicable to sets
of 
D regions of any type and internal structure�

Our �nal goal is to automatically produce a quality
report which includes all details on the di�erences
between an acquired and a reference data set� In
case of multiple acquisition techniques the user may
decide on which of them is more useful for his special
application�
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